Women in Physics Camp 2018 Report
Over the weekend of the 27th -29th April, the annual Women in Physics Camp was held
at the Whitehall Guesthouse in Queensliff on the Bellarine Peninsula.
Attendance
This year the location was again at Queenscliff and enabled easy transport access and
enabled short visits for those who could not attend the entire weekend.
This year we again invited Swinburne Physics to the camp and a contingent from
RMIT also came along, which provided the opportunity to expand the program and
networking opportunities. It also gave the participants a new perspective on various
gender issues from the other Universities.
In summary, we had 49 people attend
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Our three invited guests included;
Dr Catherine de Burgh-Day – Bureau of Meteorology
Dr Kelly Tsoi – DST group
Dr Gail Iles – Physics, RMIT, previously ESA.
Virginia Kilborne was accompanied by her two children.
Program
The full program can be found attached below, the following comments arising from
the program’s activities can be made;
The first activity was and Introductory game where people had to quickly find
someone who had completed an activity on the list. This provided people with a
conversation starter that they could expand on later in the weekend.
The second activity looked at the gendering of our language and how this might
impact both on our perception of ourselves and how job ads, referrals, reports may
impact on how we or the reader determines if we are right for the job or journal.
A comprehensive look at language used in job ads and the difference in the
language can be found here:
https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/pdf/10.1063/PT.3.3870

Prior to lunch a group of undergraduate students role-play some typical examples
experienced in meetings and in the classroom. Discussion was then open to the room
on identifying the issues and strategies on how to deal with them.
After lunch time was available for everyone to go off in groups to do some activities
and/or explore the township. This was also an opportunity for everyone to have some
casual conversations or grab some time to catch up on homework.
After the traditional afternoon tea of scones, our three special guests formed a panel
discussion on careers in Physics, chaired by Virginia Kilborn.
- Cat de Burgh-Day – Bureau of Meteorology
- Kelly Tsoi – DST group
- Gail Iles – RMIT, ESA
Input was also included from staff as well.
The last formal session for the day were 4 group discussions around topics to
do with the workplace. These groups were chosen through self-interest and lead by
staff members. The topics included - Gender Pay Gap - Imposter syndrome - Ethics in
the Workplace - Gender bias in student surveys, refereed papers, grant applications.
Below are references to articles used to inspire the discussions.
- Gender Pay Gap https://www.wgea.gov.au/sites/default/files/gender-paygap-statistics.pdf
Activity Moderator: Ann
- Imposter syndrome
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ashleystahl/2017/12/10/feel-like-a-fraud-hereshow-to-overcome-imposter-syndrome/#138a175f4d31
Activity Moderator: Gail
- Ethics in the Workplace http://blog.practicalethics.ox.ac.uk/2018/03/guestpost-cambridge-analytica-you-can-have-my-money-but-not-my-vote/
Activity Moderator: Rachel
- Gender bias in student surveys, refereed papers, grant applications
https://www.nature.com/news/gender-imbalance-in-science-journals-is-stillpervasive-1.21348
https://www.nature.com/magazine-assets/d41586-018-01212-0/d41586018-01212-0.pdf
Activity Moderator: Michelle
After the evening meal, we had games of Women in Physics BINGO and a Trivia
competition.
The final session held on day 2, was entitled ‘Tricky Situations’
This was an activity lead by the staff members – the participants were placed in three
groups – Undergraduates, Graduate students and Post-docs/Staff. Each participant
was given the opportunity to write down a circumstance that they have experienced,
observed, heard of or thought might be relevant on a card. We then randomly
selected the cards and discussed how to deal with these situations. This was a very

enlightening activity and many of the participants were very candid in their
experiences. They were also able to receive advice in how to deal with these
situations and what resources the Universities had available. Splitting the cohort into
groups meant the conversations remained relevant.
The Queenscliff market was also on and many went down to the foreshore to have a
look before returning for lunch and final pack up.
Special thanks to Laura and Stephi for organising the transport arrangements,
Anthea, Lucy, Michelle C, Michelle P and Ivana for organising all of the food and
leading the cooking, Kyla, Cara, Christine, Lucy and Sabrina for putting together the
Trivia Night. Millie and Innes who also helped with the programming. All staff for
input on the program, our special guests for giving up their weekend to spend with
us. Thank you to Antony from Whitehall Guesthouse for ensuring the facilities were
all in order prior to us arriving. Most of all, thank you to all the participants whether
you presented, discussed or just sat back and listened. We hope you all found
something useful in the weekend and would welcome any feedback to make next
year’s program even better.
We would like to acknowledge the financial assistance of the Laby Foundation who
generously donated the funds to cover the accommodation and travel costs for all
participants this year.
Thank you to the Diversity and Equity committee and School of Physics for their
continued support of the camp and these issues.
The next camp will be held at Whitehall Guesthouse again in 2019 on the first
weekend of May. There is still capacity for more women to join the camp and I
propose we extend the invitation further to Monash and Mathematics and
Engineering departments.
A survey to all participants was sent and the response summary can be found below.
https://goo.gl/forms/MhOY6k8DcpZOtLcn1 Please complete if you haven’t already.
Jacinta den Besten
15/5/2018
Feedback: 50% of attendees responded to date
92% of respondents liked or really liked the location
86% of respondents liked or really liked the accommodation
85% of respondents thought the facilities were fine or better
Everyone liked the food and would recommend it to others
95%of respondents were happy with the transport access
87% of respondents were happy with the date, 1 person was not
95% of respondents are likely or definitely to come again timing dependent.
Suggestions for 2019 include invitation to Torres Strait Islander or Indigenous
scientist, speed mentoring, activity on intersectionality, international student
experience and lots more of the same.
The imposter syndrome discussion elicited quite a few comments and the suggestion
would be to concentrate on this further in 2019.

I would also recommend that all returning Universities be responsible for organising
a proportionate number of activities for the program. This will provide us with a
broader view of the issues faced and the priorities across the different institutions.
This has already been a powerful addition to the program just through the
discussions and participation.
Suggested speakers for 2019 – Alicia Oshlack (WEHI), Sue Barrell (BOM), Helen
Brand (Synchrotron), Pegah Maasoumi (AIP Women in Physics Chair) other
suggestions welcome.
Comments from participants;
“The Women in Physics camp was an amazing opportunity to meet like minded women in the field
in a casual setting. The workshops were well organised and the games were very fun!” (Masters
Student)
“You don't see many girls in Physics classes. Meeting women doing physics have given me a
boost of confidence to continue my studies in this male-dominant area. Also, some interesting
discussions made me think about stuff that never crossed my mind before!” (First Year student)
“I really enjoy coming to this camp, I learn something new everytime and I can't wait to see
everyone again next time.” (Second Year Student)
“I had a really good time at this camp! It was great to meet so many people from different
backgrounds, to learn about all the possibilities of working in physics and getting support from so
many cool women!” (First Year Student)
“As someone half-way through my career, it is easy to forget the struggles and insecurities of
starting out on the path to academia. At this camp I was able to speak with students and share my
experiences in a relaxed setting. I also gained some inspiration myself from talking with esteemed
professors who have paved the way for my success as a woman in a male-dominated field.” (Staff
member)
“I highly recommend the WIP Camp. It is a great opportunity to meet new people, learn, and
network all while picking up and sharing the tools needed to navigate and improve the physics
workplace.” (PhD Student)
“I feel like I belong in this department because I could build a support system of women at the
camp.” (Staff Member)
I highly recommend the women in physics camp for anyone studying physics. Particularly as an
undergraduate who isn't even sure what she wants to major in, this camp really cemented for me
what role I want physics to play in the rest of my life. (Second Year student)
“I think that it is so important we discuss known issues and develop support for women in STEM.”
(Staff Member)

WOMEN IN PHYSICS WEEKEND
April 27-29, 2018
PROGRAMME
Friday, April 27
From 4:00 pm Arrive at Whitehall Guesthouse and meet owner Antony Heath (Jacinta).
Everyone to find their own dinner.
8:00pm +
Supper (hot choc, cheese & crackers, fruit, chocolate)
Late
Games, chatting, astrophotography (weather dependent), settling in
Saturday, April 28
8:00am ++
Breakfast (cereals, croissants, toast)
8:30 – 9:15am Meet in courtyard for self defence
Session 1
9:30
9:35
10:00

Introduction and welcome to camp
Introduction game
Gendered Language – “Describe me”

11:00

Morning tea

Session 2
11:30

Role Plays – “Been there”

1:00pm

Lunch (bread, salad, quiche, meat, cheese etc)

Session 3
1:30pm

3:00pm
Session 4
3:30pm

Session 5
4:30pm

Optional Activities
Walk to Lighthouse
Craft with Stephi
Zentangle Drawing with Jacinta
Enjoy cafes and shops in Queenscliff
Others…
Afternoon tea (scones, fruit, etc.)

Careers Panel
Cat de Burgh-Day – Bureau of Meteorology
Gail Iles – RMIT
Kelly Lombardo – DST group

Group Discussion – “The Workplace”

5:30pm
7:00pm
Late

Free time and dinner preparation
Dinner (Pasta/sauce)
Trivia Night and Bingo
Supper

Sunday, April 29
8:00am +

Breakfast and pack

Session 6
10:00pm

Tricky Situations In groups of (Ugrads), (PhD/Masters), (Postdocs)

12:00

Lunch (bread, salad, meat, cheese etc)

Session 7
1:00pm
1:30pm
4:00pm

Wrap up of Weekend
Final clean-up and leave
Arrive back in Melbourne

Activity details
Introduction Game – “Who’s done that?”
List of experiences people may have done
Everyone has a sheet and asks people if they have done one of the activities
(must be a different person for each activity)
Prizes for first finished
Gendered Language – “Describe me”
Everyone writes down 5 words to describe themselves
These are then read out anonymously and categorised as masculine, feminine
and neutral.
Lastly, in groups of three, talk about our work then provide a reference of
someone in the group using gender neutral language.
Role Plays – “Been there”
Some people act out situations of misogyny experienced in
workplace/classroom and whole group discusses best way to deal with situation
- being talked over
- credit taken for your ideas
- student/colleague taking over your explanation
- differences in introducing yourself
Careers Panel – “The Experts”
Discussion with special guests and staff about career paths
Group Discussion – “The Workplace”
Break into four interest groups to discuss one of the following issues with the
aim to suggest constructive way forward.
- Gender Pay Gap

- Imposter syndrome
- Ethics in the Workplace
- Gender bias in student surveys, refereed papers, grant applications

with.

Group Discussion – “Tricky Situations”
Break into ugrad, grad and staff/postdoc groups.
Write event experienced/heard of or potential on paper
Randomly draw out so anonymous and read and discuss in group how to deal

